Russell Elementary School
Dress Attire

**Solid Colors means no stripes, patterns, or designs of any kind.**

**COLLARED SHIRTS/TOPS (short/long sleeve)**

**SOLID COLORS**

- White
- Navy
- Light Blue
- Yellow
- Gray

**PANTS or SHORTS/SKIRTS/JUMPERS (knee-length)**

**SOLID COLORS**

- Navy
- Khaki
- Black
- Gray

**SWEATSHIRT/SWEATERS/LIGHT WEIGHT JACKETS**

**SOLID COLORS** [no graphics or writing]

- White
- Navy
- Light Blue
- Yellow
- Gray

**TIGHTS/LEGGINGS (under skirts/dresses...not alone with shirts)**

**SOLID Uniform Colors**

**CLOSED TOE SHOES**

(No sandals, flashing light sneakers, or roller sneakers)

**SOCKS**

Black, Dark/Light Blue or White **(Solid Colors)**

**FRIDAYS**

Russell Spirit Shirt OR Uniform Shirt ONLY and Jeans (no holes in jeans)